DIWAN Shahbaz Hussain & Helen Anahita Wilson
“Breathtaking” (The Wire)

Critically-acclaimed pianist/composer Helen Anahita
Wilson has joined forces with renowned international
tabla master Shahbaz Hussain for an album of
composed, indeterminate, and improvised intercultural
music.
Combining both Western and Eastern musical
sensibilities to stunning effect, 'DIWAN' is a diverse yet
organically coherent mix of musical elements. Hard to
define or dissect but with deep roots in contemporary
Jazz and Classical influences melded to a shared love
for Persian and South Asian classical and devotional
music. All of which serves to create an inimitable
soundscape.
Described as "one to watch" and having "a magpie
musical philosophy all her own" (Jazzwise magazine)
Wilson maintains a successful career as a composer
and multi-instrumentalist alongside studying for a PhD
at SOAS University of London where she researches
South Indian Karnatic classical music performance.
Having trained in the Western Classical tradition at the
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire and Guildhall School
of Music and Drama in London, it is subsequent years
researching Asian classical and devotional musics
coupled with a love of contemporary and spiritual jazz
that occupy her and influence her musical output.
Shahbaz Hussain studied with two of the very
greatest tabla legends, Ustad Faiyaz Khan and Ustad
Alla Rakha (frequent accompanist of Ravi Shankar) and
is himself renowned as one of his generation's finest
virtuoso players. Rooted in the Delhi Gharana and
Punjabi traditions, Hussain's versatility has led him to

tour internationally not just with performers of South
Asian traditions (such as Pandit Hariprasad Chaurasia
and Ustad Shahid Parvez) but with many musicians
from diverse heritages and styles. Hussain was
awarded the prestigious 'Son of Lahore' award by the
Pakistan Government in recognition of his services to
music.
Masters of their instruments, both Hussain and Wilson
have played many major festivals and noted venues
around the world including St Paul's Cathedral,
Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C., Lincoln
Center in New York and London’s Royal Albert, Royal
Festival & Queen Elizabeth Halls, to name but a
few. Throughout May 2019 the duo have been
performing together across the UK at venues such as
The Vortex in London and the International Anthony
Burgess Foundation as part of Manchester Jazz
Festival.
Though the playing is, at times, mesmerically complex
in its rhythmic construction, there is nothing academic
about this project. 'DIWAN' is as much an album from
the heart as from the mind; a beautiful and compelling
musical artwork which is somehow at once both
fiercely disciplined yet totally free.

“Endlessly expressive”
“a spiritual connection with sound” (Qwest TV)
Out now and self-released on Golden Girl
Records, 'DIWAN' is an informed, vital, and
assertive collection of new intercultural music.

Shahbaz Hussain & Helen Anahita Wilson perform at RichMix, Shoreditch, London
on Tuesday 24 September
helenanahitawilson.com
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